
Your Character

Think about what kind of
character you want to play.
Your character's personality
doesn't need to be anything
like yours. Your guild might
give you some ideas, so read

the rulebook well. 

Here are some questions that
might help you too:

What does your character
like/hate doing?

What do they want in life
more than anything else?

What would they do if they
were placed in mortal danger?

Name: Have you noticed that
everybody in Storyhaven has a
first name and surname from
two different world cultures?
Why not try it for your own

character?

Guild:

Age:
In Storyhaven you can be any

age you like, young or old,
adult or child!

Personality:
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Skills:
Copy these
from your

guild in the
rulebook!



Your Character

All Storyhaven's families
risked the dangers of the ice

age to travel across the snowy
wastes to the safety of the

town.

How long has your
character's family been living

in Storyhaven?

What adventures did they
have when they crossed the
snowy world to arrive at the

town's gates?

Backstory:
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Your Character

You all live in the same small
town as each other, so you
probably knew each other
before the Mayor's speech,
unless one of you has just

arrived in town.

Are you close friends that
volunteered together
deliberately? Or rivals

secretly hoping to beat each
other to glory? Or perhaps
you are sisters or brothers,
hoping to win honour for

your family?

Relationship with your
adventuring companions:
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Your Character

Most Storyhaveners wear furs to keep out the freezing winds of the
ice wastes. Draw, stick or write what your character looks like here.

Physical
appearance:
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Reputation in

town

Town

Scoundrel

Common

or garden

nobody

Fabled

legend

Rising

star

Infamous

villain

Novice

somebody

Who-

dyame-

callit?

Notorious

rogue

Bad egg

Town ace

Champion

of the era

Friend to

all

Whats-

their-

face?

Lowlife

Mischief

maker

Suspicious

character

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

89

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Draw an arrow
to keep track of
your reputation!

Everybody
starts  with 10
reputation.



Keep a track of your gold and
stamina totals here

GOLD & STAMINA

you start with one hundred gold pieces

STAMINA: you start with 10 stamina, which is the
maximum you can have.

STORY POINTS: tick them as you find them 

GOLD: 
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Give me a
name if you

want!

A2 A5 B2 B3 B5 C3

C4 D2 D4 E3 F2

G3 H2 H4 H6



Belongings & Provisions

Write your items here as you find or buy them,
and draw them in the margins if you like.

Belongings: 

Provisions: 
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Draw the images that  you find in the ice here and think
about what they could mean
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Draw the attacking sky bandits

and write the characters' thoughts
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Draw the view of Storyhaven as you

approach on the sledge
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Hey, you have
fingers. You
could draw!



What do you think the inside of Tomoko

Thunderwhip's cabin looks like?

Draw it here. Remember to include her fablehearth with

glowing crystals inside, her desk, chest, bookcase, ice-

encrusted window and the steps to the basement.
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Draw and make notes on a huskiebear's

appearance.
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I saw a

monkey do
this once.



Tomoko's crystal

story runes

Name: Tomoko Thunderwhip

The symbols and meanings of her five crystal story runes:

After rescuing Tomoko's crystal runes, copy their symbols into the circles.
Choose a symbol that best suits each meaning.
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I think I'm
going to fall

off this page!

Now think about how you're going to rewrite the meanings of Tomoko's crystal
runes into a new story to send back to her through the shaman's portal. The story
will need to be good and powerful if it is to wake her up again. Then she'll be able
to use it to stoke the town's fablehearths and drive back the ice for a while longer.
Make notes of your ideas here:

blizzardhuskie bear sledge cliff fall



A story for Tomoko
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Bronagh's crystal

story runes

Name: Bronagh Volkova

The symbols and meanings of her five crystal story runes:

After rescuing Bronagh's crystal runes, copy their symbols into the circles.
Choose a symbol that best suits each meaning.
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Now think about how you're going to rewrite the meanings of Bronagh's crystal
runes into a new story to send back to her through the shaman's portal. The story
will need to be good and powerful if it is to wake her up again. Then she'll be able
to use it to stoke the town's fablehearths and drive back the ice for a while longer.
Make notes of your ideas here:

lightningmammoth town gates sabre wolf watchtower



A story for Bronagh
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Draw Little Bill, the

Perimeter Fence Guard

"Little Bill might look like a bloodthirsty neanderthal assassin, but
actually he's one the most trusting, soft-hearted men in this town."

Bronagh Volkova
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Draw the woolly mammoth

emerging from the blizzard

The thundering feet grow louder and a shadow looms in the falling
snow. There is a loud trumpeting and out of the blizzard charges an

enormous mammoth, its huge tusks curving up in front of it.
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How would you defend yourself

from a woolly mammoth using

only these things?
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Plan, write or draw your ideas here!

"The only things to hand are some splintered logs from the collapsed
watchtower and a scattering of glowing crystals from its beacon, lying in

the snow around you."



Thorina Cervantes' Once-in-a-

Lifetime Punch of Power
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Draw the device here:

"Sends anything you use it on flying through the space-time
continuum into a parallel dimension."

Then write the instructions for how to use it:



Draw the line of mammoths

and the impending

avalanche

Glancing from the glacier to the town, you suddenly realise what is about
to happen. You need to get up to Bronagh immediately and warn her. The

line of mammoths extends before you like a row of enormous hairy
stepping stones.
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Draw the boy of the ice

surfing down through the

avalanche

A boy with lashing white hair, dressed in nothing but a thin white
tunic, is surfing down through the avalanche on the soles of his

pale bare feet.
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That's not so
special. I could do

that.



Draw the theatre being

destroyed by the avalanche

Ahead a building looms up at the end of the street. For a second the grand facade of
the Groenbower Theatre flashes before your eyes. Then its timbers crack and cave in
beneath the weight of the avalanche. The snow forces its way through the foyer and

out into the theatre, pinging seats into the air like buttons from a shirt.
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Draw the porch of the

Sisters Grimm

On the porch of a nearby house three old ladies wrapped in fur blankets swing back
and forth on their rocking chairs, while a gathering of townsfolk warm the cold from
their bones. The Sisters Grimm's porch is a well known stopping off place for young

and old of the town. Much of Storyhaven's most interesting gossip is generated
around its roaring fablehearth. 
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Draw the ancient city trapped

in the ice deep beneath

Storyhaven
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Help Rasheed investigate

the Aurora Phenomenon

Latitude

Longitude

Magnetosphere

Solar wind

.........................

........................

........................

........................

"In the beforetime these lights were called the Aurora Borealis, or the Northern
Lights, because they were mostly seen from higher latitudes, but it seems something

has changed during this ice age, because now we can see it from pretty much
anywhere on the planet, and much more brightly than before. It's an unsolved

mystery that I intend to solve." Rasheed Copernicus.
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The Aurora Phenomenon

Investigation League

Stargazer name:

APIL

Research question: 

Why is the Aurora stronger during Earth's

next ice age and why can it be seen from

anywhere on the planet?

Key concepts: Diagram:



Help Rasheed investigate

the Aurora Phenomenon

"In the beforetime these lights were called the Aurora Borealis, or the Northern
Lights, because they were mostly seen from higher latitudes, but it seems something

has changed during this ice age, because now we can see it from pretty much
anywhere on the planet, and much more brightly than before. It's an unsolved

mystery that I intend to solve." Rasheed Copernicus.
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The Aurora Phenomenon

Investigation League

Stargazer name:

APIL

Research question: 

Why is the Aurora stronger during Earth's

next ice age and why can it be seen from

anywhere on the planet?

Hypothesis:
Diagram:



Draw and name a

constellation
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Some people see a fearsome hunter in this group of stars, some
see a cosmic dancer. What about you? Draw what you see, give

the constellation a name and write a story to accompany it.

Constellation name: 



Design Lapsacker

Mullenbrunt's luge track

"Just stay on the main route on your way down and you'll be fine. There are
a few dangerous short-cuts and jumps that should have been fenced off,

not to mention a few exits that the bison have worn down that only lead out
onto the glacier - oh, and steer clear of Craggy Corner and Bow Birch Bend,

we haven't got round to fixing them yet!"
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The Dapper Reindeer

Tailors

7 Carabas Way,

Storyhaven

34253

Order number: 28465

Proprietor: Genghis Davinci

Total:

Outfit diagram:
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Prices:



Draw the ice monster

calling the freezing fog

down from the sky
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The monster stands at the top of the street and looks down at you. But
instead of charging after you this time, it raises its enormous hands to the

sky, a crooked smile twisting its icy lips. As if in response, a freezing fog
swirls down from the clouds into the streets, blanketing the town in an

impenetrable whiteness.



Draw the ice monster

attacking the town hall
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The fog suddenly clears a little and you see the monster stomping towards the
townhall, where the terrified faces of a group of Storyhaveners are peering out
of the windows. When the monster reaches the steps he puts his hands on the

massive wooden facade and begins to push with all his might. Muffled
screams ring out through the walls as the timbers of the great building begin

to creak and splinter.



Draw the Storyhaveners

sitting in the snow with the

ice monster watching
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Pulling your furs tighter around you, you start telling the boy's tale, your
voice carried away by the wind, down towards the town below you.



Your crystal story

runes

Name: 

The symbols and meanings of your five crystal story runes:

After the shaman has awarded you your crystal story runes, copy their
symbols into the circles. 
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Now think about what meanings you want your crystal story runes to have. Each
one will be something important in the story of your adventure. Your story
doesn't have to contain everything that has happened to you since you stepped
into the shaman's portal that first time. Perhaps just choose your favourite part of
your adventure. Make notes of your ideas here:



Your story
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Your opinions

What did you enjoy about playing Storyhaven?
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Your opinions

In the future, Storyhaven will be designed by

child players like you. Do you have any ideas

on how it could be improved?


